INDUSTRY IS THE ROAD TO SUCCESS.

It is not usual to urge or encourage people to work at a time when times are bad i.e. when people can work and get very little in return for their great efforts. Perhaps no one will be inclined to give ear to such a talk, much less appeal to the public for additional efforts, yet at such times even if we have no market for the articles we may likely produce we must take heart and work with a hope. It is in such times of adversity that many revolutions have occurred. It was after the fearful and distressing Napoleonic wars that many inventions came about in England. It was after the "flour" that people thought of each other the Tower of Babel which was to be a place of安卓 advertising of similar difficulties. We Valdemar must do what we can in this time when there are many difficulties in our way. The struggle to help ourselves and work our own salvation. Industry is the only means to which we should turn our attentions and those who have influence and authority should feel it, a national duty to encourage our people to use their hands. Industry has not only an economic advantage but there are moral, spiritual and physical advantages as well. Happily for us in Spelmon we have an interesting institution in the Logans Industrial and Agricultural Show which is a great stimulus on this line. If this Institution has so many services to the agricultural public of the Zoutpanburg District the responsibility of organizing the Annual Show should be shouldered by all who have the welfare of our people at heart. Let us encourage our people to use their hands-made products ever possible we should buy the best articles they are making for by doing so we are supporting our industries. Let us try to encourage them to help to the show and see what kinds of articles within their abilities to make. In this way the show will be a great means of National Importance. I am quite positive that there are still people white and black who will not come to the show, they will not come in the city that there are still people white and black who will not come to the show, they will not come in this city to see the exhibits and to see the kind of things that are made by our people. This year the Logans Industrial and Agricultural Show will be held on 26 and 27 May 1935 and it is hoped that all those who can support it will do so.

The ANZAC-Day OBSERVANCES will be held at Lenon on May 6th.

E. Thomas, Lenon.

Joint Council Meeting on April 21st at 2 P.M. at the Hospital Hall, Mr. Malan will present all members and non-members are invited. Mr. Jones will speak in English and there will be an Interpreting Meeting at 6:45 sharp.

All Pathfinder Officers are asked to come to Lenon on April 22nd to meet the Chief Pathfinder Mr. Malan. Meeting at 10 a.m.

P.S. 4 A.M.

THE VALDEZIA (LEMAANA STUDENTS') MEETING

The above will take place at 7:30 p.m. on the 16th of April 1935 at 2 P.M. The aim of this Association is to hold together all those that have passed through this school, some as teachers and others as students. Look at the Programme and see what youth has to say and to ask. The programme sign that Association of this kind is necessary. We are expected to come to this meeting.

After the general business of minutes and other business (1) Miss C. Malan will speak on God and our relationship with God. (2) Mr. Malan will speak to the students of the school on the photographs shown by Mr. Malan.

(3) Miss E. Malan on the other hand wants to do what they do not realize the importance of educating girls, and furthermore wonders whether this is not due to the fact that educated girls do not show the best side of education, or the parents' ignorance simply? (4) Mr. Malan who is a teacher wants to know from Mr. Malan how he manages to get the students to the meetings and how to behave and what to do at such meetings. (5) Miss E. Malan who has tried all her best and failed to make herself audible wants to know how to achieve that shrill quality of voice that the others have. Many other questions are on the Programme, but we have no space.

A.E. Malan, Secretary.
This Board, which meets twice a year, is formed of representatives of the various agencies interested in the education of the bantu. The majority of the members are missionaries representing the bodies responsible for the organization and maintenance of nearly all the schools for bantu children in this Province. They are not invited there as representatives of the teachers, but of the church, of the mission, of the State. They are not invited there as representatives of the boards of education, but of the bodies that have to do with the work in the various departments of education. The representatives of the Department of Native Education, Mr. Burke, and the Director of Education, Mr. Bosher, is the Chairman of the Board.

The Universities are represented by Prof. Ravis of the Witwatersrand University, and Prof. Leitard, specialist in Bantu languages, of the Pretoria University. Any member can send a motion to the Board, or a point he wants to be discussed. The motions are sent to all members before the meetings, so that everyone may think about them.

If any of you teachers wants some subject to be discussed at the Advisory Board he can get into touch with the representative of the Mission to which he belongs or with the deltagates of the T.A.A.A. However every member speaks for himself, he does not bring the group he is representing, and you cannot eblige anybody to bring up a matter at an Advisory Board against his own judgment. In the same Advisory Board, the Board cannot take binding decisions, it only gives the written on certain points, and the Director of Education decides as he thinks fit.

The questions discussed are generally on points of general policy, such as the place of vernacular in school, or the inadequacy of the amounts of money set aside for Native Education.

For instance, at our last meeting there was one motion expressing the desire that in all rural schools, Scripture be taught in vernacular, but this was left to the Superintendent. Three motions were concerned with financial matters of Native Education, two with the ratification of further Training Institutions.

If any of you readers want to know more about the Advisory Board, I will be very glad to answer all your questions.

R. C.

I F U.
Mafu ni humadele kuile. Slelenke na nako Mr. A. Augaumber va Ellis Hospital. Huvvati ya March 1933, Mr. Augaumber o karatekile nkari we leona hi vuvhali yephilu, Bulletin yila ri la ya na Deyelina.

Hagenyani Bakey va Valdezia Farr, muckenwa va ala John Shigale va levile. Hagenyani a ri unwa wa va praui la'va nga hatla ku twainga ku runuwa va va vakwamana a ahkilela. Ọ ni mwa la' khuruviweka kerendo, Penchama nkari giva John Shigale, la'la nga tekana kerendo imi mwa Shikrite. Ọ ri la ta Pamahle.

In England, la'Westernfield, Naunten, ku vitariwile Miss Emma Gomayi mawa' Mps. I. Theana head okator a shikole cha Lebana. Miss Gomayi hi unwa na la'la nga purela Mr. D.C. Marivate a England hulwanda. Nyangwa va ka 'Comely a ka wakaya ka shiriyi ka Mr. D.C. Marivate. Miss Gomayi ku sunungu ka amena le lebe. Ka ta akwesilekeka ike ka ku fanga, kankao a taam sa otlela, Kamba a nga ti- liqari ya yena. Ọ hacikile a taam a nayilela. Kwa ka yena a siiri leka riuta na.

La Swisa ku lea Mr. Dorembe, emana ya nako Taal (Mrs. Llamga). N yen- ki unwa na la'la nga venena na Mr. D.C. Marivate kwalo Europe. Ọ ri la na M. Bena Dorembe, mwa la'la yena. La Dena.
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